REGISTRATION FORM
NAME

____________________________________________________________________

ADDRESS

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

E-MAIL

_____________________________________TOUR OPERATOR____________

BIRTHDATE

______________________

PROFESSION _________________________

DEPARTURE DATE ____________________

ROOM NR.

__________________________

TERMS OF BUSINESS
1. Liability release.
The participation in activities such as diving, wind surfing / sailing and water-skiing is at your own risk. We would like to point
out that neither the boats nor the equipment or the participation in the above mentioned programs are not covered by any
insurance. Any liability of Diverland Embudu is excluded.

2. Participants' responsibility and liability.
Anybody taking part in the diving programs offered by Diverland is obliged to observe and to acknowledge the following
precautionary measures with his signature. Any offense may result in exclusion without compensation. In case of accidents due
to disobedience of the rules, any damages or expenditure for rescue operations will have to be defrayed by the participant
himself. Costs exceeding the normal First Aid will also be covered by the participant. By signing this document,
you agree that :

you have given us accurate information about your diving experience

you underwent a recent medical examination and were found fit for diving

you don't suffer from any chronic disease (such as i.e. diabetes, circulation / heart problems, asthma)

you will obey to the orders given by the instructor by all means

you will obey the following precautionary measures especially for diving as well common safety rules.

your datas are stored and will be used.

3. Security rules for divers.







Never dive alone and dive only when being in good health and never under the influence of medicaments or alcohol.
carefully check your equipment before each dive. Be aware of the amount of air left in your tank by checking your
pressure gauge often. Never dive without stabilizing jacket (BCD)
avoid any decompression dives. Remember that repetitive dives can give rise to a decompression dive. At the end of
every dive, make a safety stop of 3 min / 5 meters. The maximum depth is 30 meters !
no diving on arrival days and 24h before flying
help protect the marine life with your own behaving, don't collect dead or alive shells or corals or you will be fined !
use the artificial channels in the reef to go diving/snorkeling outside the house reef (see the island map). Always
check the currents. Do not walk over the reef in shallow water or during low tide.

4. Terms of payment



The payment / invoice collection for the booked activities has to be done at the end of your stay, one day before your
departure between 6 pm and 7pm at the diving school.
Payment can be done in cash or with credit card (Master or Visa).

CONDITIONS ARE ACCEPTED:

DATUM _____ / _____ / _____

SIGNATURE:

_______________________

To complete by the divingschool:
LICENCE:

SCHNUPPERKURS:

LOGBOOK:

OPEN WATER KURS:

MEDICAL:

GUIDED DIVES
NON LIMIT:

X ab

BREAK:
COMPLETE NOTHING
EQUIPMENT:

PARTLY

SPARTAUCHEN:
ANDERES:

X

